Spherical aberration of the reduced schematic eye with elliptical refracting surface.
We extend the single-surface schematic-eye model of ocular chromatic aberration to account for spherical aberration of the eye. This extension is accomplished by allowing the model's single refracting surface to be a member of the family of ellipses with variable shape parameter (eccentricity). The resulting model, dubbed the "Indiana Eye," may have either positive or negative spherical aberration of varying degree, depending upon the numerical value of the shape parameter. Spherical aberration of the model eye is well described by third-order optical theory for shape parameters in the range 0 < or = p < or = 0.7, but requires fifth-order theory for an accurate description over the parametric range 0.7 < p < or = 1.0. An improved technique was devised for fitting the model to published measurements of ray aberrations while avoiding errors of estimation of the degree of spherical aberration present in eyes which also manifest odd-symmetric aberrations, such as coma. A shape parameter value of approximately p = 0.6 provided the best fit of the model to selected data from the literature.